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LUXOR DESCRIPTION
LUXOR is the range of floor standing pellet boilers proposed by
Immergas for room central heating / C.H. systems and for the
production of DHW, with fan assisted open chamber with wide
flame/power modulation range, ideal for new, redevelopment
or in place of obsolete solid fuel generators.
The pellet is a particularly appreciated natural fuel that offers the
following important advantages: high calorific value and reduced
ash residue, savings in running costs, easy to use and find.
Thanks to the reduced dimensions and high achievable power
(up to 33 kW), simplicity and ease of installation, the LUXOR
series boilers are the ideal solution for single family homes, but
also for small and medium-sized commercial buildings.
Particular attention to design was paid to search for maximum
energy efficiency of the generator, as well as a high autonomy,
up to 56 hours with modulating operation (ref. LUXOR 28
and 33 models) and reduction of extraordinary maintenance
interventions.
All Immergas pellet boilers respect the maximum level of efficiency of UNI EN 303-5 falling within class 5: the standard
classifies the solid biomass boilers on the basis of efficiency and
emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), gaseous organic carbon
compounds (OGC) and powder produced.
Class 5 is the only one that can benefit from the Conto Termico
2.0; alternatively, the LUXOR series boilers can also benefit from
the tax deductions in force.
Combined with a puffer and possibly with a thermal solar system, high levels of efficiency can be achieved both from an ecological and performance point of view. The thermal system can
also be integrated with a condensing boiler, providing additional
energy to the puffer if renewable energy sources are insufficient,
always ensuring maximum comfort at the lowest running costs.
Approved only for indoor installation in suitable technical volumes or in a boiler room, they have an IPX 4D electrical protection; they are extremely simple to operate combined with very
minimal routine maintenance operations by the end customer.
The microprocessor electronics, allow an excellent control of
temperatures and, thanks to the LCD display always on view, an
excellent visibility of parameters and settings made.
For modern design, a number of dedicated options are available
for completing the system, such as:
• Anti-condensation kit, including mixing valve calibrated at
55 °C;
• Draught regulator kit, recommended on chimneys with long
sections (over 10 metres);
• Separated pellet tank kit with loading auger;
• Pellet loading control unit kit;
• Level sensor kit for pellet loading.
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LUXOR FEATURES

Range of pellet boilers formed by 5 central heating / C.H. models
for open room base central heating and high performance fan
assisted (type B23), (up to 92.1% ref. model LUXOR 20), with
power from 16 to 33 kW, which may only be installed inside
technical rooms.
• Operation only and exclusively with 6 mm pellet, it is recommended to use pellet certified in EN PLUS A1 class;
• Carbon steel combustion chamber made of 16 vertical smoke
pipes with variable length according to power;
• Practical mechanical removal systems of unburnt residues of
the heat exchanger thanks to special turbulators placed inside
the smoke pipes, driven by a manual pipe scraper lever;
• Brazier with cast iron crucible, removable for its cleaning;
• Practical ash drawer under the crucible where combustion
takes place;

• High efficiency heat exchanger characterised by wide water
passages and relative low clogging risks;
• Wide modulation range (up to about 20% for the LUXOR 33
model);
• Integrated pellet tank with loading auger, with a 46 kg capacity
(LUXOR 16), 60 kg (LUXOR 20 - 24) and 80 kg (LUXOR 28
- 33);
• Maximum autonomy: up to 56 hours wth modulating operation (ref. LUXOR 28 - 33 models);
• Boiler class 5 (according to EN 303-5) with regard to polluting
emissions and efficiency;
• Vermiculite insulated door with double coating and hook
closure with handle;
• Practical top door for pellet loading;
• Grey fully removable panelling (RAL 9600);
5
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• Low power consumption system circulator, preset as standard;
• Automatic air vent valve;
• Insulation with 30 mm thickness non-allergenic synthetic wool
around the heat exchanger body;
• Variable speed suction fan, electronically controlled by inverter
board;
• Automatic pellet conveyor auger controlled by P.C.B.;
• Advanced ignition system thanks to the presence of a ceramic
electrode, with ignition time between 60 and 90 seconds which
ensures speed and reliability over time;
• Control panel that can be installed as required, on the side
panels, right or left, for setting the main settings;
• Self-diagnostics system with display of the operating status
and anomalies;
• Electrical safety against power surges by means of a main fuse;
• IPX 4D electrical insulation rating;
• 2.5 bar safety valve and 8-litre diaphragm expansion vessel /
expansion tank integrated as standard;
• Other standard devices and functions present:
- puffer NTC probe;
- 100 °C water limit NTC probe;
- 100 °C water manual reset safety thermostat;
- flue temperature probe (polarised thermocouple);
- flue pressure switch to check correct fan and flue exhaust
circuit operation;
- electronic pressure control of the system by means of pressure transducer;
- antifreeze function;
- pump anti-block function;
- system postcirculation function;
- pre-ventilation function for combustion chamber washing;
- automatic brazier cleaning function.
• Can be combined with a wide range of optional items to complete the system.
It is available in the model:

• LUXOR 16
• LUXOR 20
• LUXOR 24
• LUXOR 28
• LUXOR 33
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QUALITATIVE FEATURES OF THE PELLET

The pellet consists of pressed wooden cylinders, produced
from sawdust and woodworking (shavings and sawdust). Being
obtained from woodworking waste, it respects the ecosystem
because it does not require the knocking down of new trees.
As required by current legislation governing the product features
of fuels, it must be produced exclusively with untreated sawdust,
without other added materials.
The binding capacity of the lignin, contained in wood, allows
to obtain a compact product without adding additives and
chemical substances unrelated to wood: therefore, a high yield
natural fuel is obtained.
Use of poor quality pellets or other unsuitable materials may
damage certain components of the boiler and compromise its
correct operation.
For the Immergas boilers only use with 6mm diameter, 30 mm
long pellets having maximum 6% humidity. Store the pellets
away from sources of heat, and not in humid areas or explosive
environments.
It is recommended to use EN PLUS A1 certified pellets according to ISO 17225-2.

Parameter

U.M.

EN PLUS-A1

EN PLUS-A2

Diameter (D)

mm

6 (± 1)

6 (± 1)

Length (L)

mm

31,5 ≤ L ≤40

31,5 ≤ L ≤40

Water content (M)

%tq 1

≤ 10

≤ 10

Ashes (A) 3

%ss

≤ 0.7

≤ 1.5

2

1

Mechanical durability (DU)

%tq

≥ 97.5

≥ 97.5

Fine particles (< 3.15 mm)

%tq

<1

<1

Additives

%ss

≤2

≤2

Net calorific value (Q)

MJ/kg tq

16.5 ≤ Q ≤ 19

16.3 ≤ Q ≤ 19

Apparent density (BD)

kg/m3

≥ 600

≥ 600

Nitrogen (N)

%ss

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.5

Sulphur (S)

%ss

≤ 0.03

≤ 0.03

Chlorine (CI)

%ss

≤ 0.02

≤ 0.02

Arsenic (As)

%ss

<1

<1

Cadmium (Cd)

%ss

≤ 0.5

≤ 0.5

Chromium (Cr)

%ss

≤ 10

≤ 10

Copper (Cu)

mg/kg

≤ 10

≤ 10

Lead (Pb)

mg/kg

≤ 10

≤ 10

Mercury (Hg)

mg/kg

≤ 10

≤ 10

Nickel (Ni)

mg/kg

≤ 10

≤ 10

Zinc (Zn)

mg/kg

≤ 100

≤ 100

°C

≥ 1200

≥ 1100

Melting point of ashes (DT) 3

1) tq = as is - ss = dry substance
2) determination at 550 °C
3) in this case the ashes must be produced at 815 °C
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LUXOR 16 MAIN DIMENSIONS

SYSTEM
RETURN
KEY:
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REF.

Description

A1

System flow

A2

System return

C

Pressure discharge valve

D

Combustion air intake

E

Flue gas exhaust

F

Position of main power supply switch

G

Control panel

H

Water temperature probe

I

Thermostat

SYSTEM
FLOW
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LUXOR 20 - 24 MAIN DIMENSIONS

A1

SYSTEM
FLOW

A2

SYSTEM
RETURN

KEY:
REF.

Description

A1

System flow

A2

System return

C

Pressure discharge valve

D

Combustion air intake

E

Flue gas exhaust

F

Position of main power supply switch

G

Control panel

H

Water temperature probe

I

Thermostat
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LUXOR 28 - 33 MAIN DIMENSIONS

KEY:
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REF.

Description

A1

System flow

A2

System return

C

Pressure discharge valve

D

Combustion air intake

E

Flue gas exhaust

F

Position of main power supply switch

G

Control panel

H

Water temperature probe

I

Thermostat

A1

A2

SYSTEM
FLOW

SYSTEM
RETURN
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HYDRAULIC CONNECTIONS TO THE SYSTEM

The LUXOR 16-20-24-28-33 models are created to work with
closed vessel systems (the vessel itself is standard supplied with
the generator, capacity 8 litres).
ATTENTION: wanting to create open vessel systems, it is necessary to ensure that the minimum pressure switch (calibrated
at 0.6 bar) does not intervene.
The connections to be made concern the system flow and return
and the conveyor of the safety valve drain.
Always install shut-off valves on the system flow and return for
easy routine and/or extraordinary maintenance. In addition it
is also necessary to install a draining valve to empty the boiler.
NOTE: the drain of the safety valve can be conveyed with the
flexible hose even in a higher position, using a pre-section next
to the system flow pipe, to facilitate connection of the valve drain
without creating counter-slopes (if it is necessary to connect to
a higher drain).

LUXOR 16 arrangement of connections

SYSTEM
RETURN

SYSTEM
FLOW

LUXOR 20 - 24 - 28 - 33 arrangement of connections
A1

SYSTEM
FLOW

C

Position of safety valve drain
(LUXOR 16)

SAFETY
VENT
VALVE

SFIATO
VALVOLA DI
SICUREZZA

Position of safety valve drain
(LUXOR 20 - 24)

SAFETY
VENT
VALVE

Position of safety valve drain
(LUXOR 28 - 33)

A2

SYSTEM
RETURN
SAFETY
VENT
VALVE
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ANTI-CONDENSATION VALVE KIT CONNECTION (OPTIONAL)

It is essential for these types of boilers to mount a mixing valve
calibrated at 56 °C (see optional kit); this prevents the return
of water too cold in the boiler, thus preventing the forming
of condensate and corrosion, which inevitably cause a rapid
deterioration of the thermal exchange surfaces, thus extending
the life of the boiler.
Description of operation:
The anti-condensation valve integrates a thermostatic cartridge
which closes passage “A” (return) until the boiler water (which
recirculates from passage “B” of the valve) reaches the nominal
temperature (56 °C).
Once the nominal temperature is reached, the thermostatic
cartridge begins to gradually open the system return circuit
“A” (cold) mixing it with the system flow “B” (hot), ensuring
a nominal temperature to the “AB” generator (boiler return).
ATTENTION: All LUXOR models are EN 303-5 certified and
have overcome the safety tests provided by the standard, having
in particular met the test referred to in point 5.14 (“rapid disconnection system”). It is, therefore, not necessary to provide
coils or thermal safety discharges.

Technical Data
Max. operating pressure

6 bar

Max. operating temperature

95 °C

KVS (A-AB switching)

5.4 m3/h

KVS (B-AB switching)

5.5 m3/h

Inside diameter

DN 20

Connections

3 x G 3/4" M

O-ring

Ø 45 x 3 mm

Body material

Brass

Spring material

Steel

Gasket / Seal material

EPDM
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NOTE: the above figure represents the LUXOR 20-24-28-33
models, as for the LUXOR 16 model, the system flow and return
are inverted in position with respect to all other models.
Always install shut-off valves on the system flow and return for
easy routine and/or extraordinary maintenance. In addition it
is also necessary to install a draining valve to empty the boiler.
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INSTALLATION ROOM FEATURES

For all information and any further clarifications, refer to Standard UNI 10683:2012.
In the event of installation with other central heating appliances,
provide for suitable air inlets for each of them (according to the
instructions of each product).
It is not permitted to install the product in residential spaces:
- that have appliances supplied with liquid fuel with continuous
or discontinuous operation that take combustion air from the
room in which they are installed;
- in areas where type B gas appliances are installed to heat the
rooms, with or without production of domestic hot water, and
in adjacent or communicating rooms;
- in areas in which the measured operating negative pressure
between the external and internal technical room exceeds 4 Pa.
It is forbidden to position the product in bedrooms, bathrooms,
garages and, in general, in places with a fire risk.

40 cm
40 cm

Min.
100 cm2

Boiler room.
Check that the room meets the requirements and characteristics
of regulations in force.
The minimum volume of the room where to install the appliance is indicated by the manufacturer and, however, it is greater
than 15 m3.
Also check that the room floor is suitable to withstand the weight
of the boiler.
It is also necessary that at least as much air as required
for regular combustion enters the room: therefore, make
openings in the room walls with a free section of at least
6 cm2 for each kW (859.64 kcal/h) of installed thermal capacity.
The minimum section of the opening must not be less than
100 cm2.
The section can be calculated by using the following:
S = K * Q ≥ 100 cm2, where “S” is expressed in cm2, “Q” in kW,
“K” = 6 cm2/kW.
These openings must be protected by grid, wire mesh or suitable protection provided that the minimum cross-section is
not reduced and positioned so as to prevent them from being
obstructed.
The flow of combustion air can also be obtained from a room
adjacent to that of installation, provided that:
- said room is not used as a garage, fuel warehouse or, in any
case, for activities with fire-hazard, as a bathroom, bedroom
or common room;
- this flow is free through permanent non-closable openings,
communicating with the outside.
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MINIMUM INSTALLATION DISTANCES AND PROVISIONS

Observe the following instructions:
- the boiler must be connected to a central heating system and/
or production network of domestic hot water, in compliance
with its performance and power;
- it is necessary to also consider all national, regional, provincial
and municipal laws and regulations of the country of installation of the appliance;
- check that the floor is not flammable, use a suitable platform
if necessary;
- there must be no hoods with extractor or collective ventilation
ducts in the room where the heat generator is to be installed; if
these appliances are located in adjacent rooms and communicating with the installation room, the simultaneousMin.
use of the
2
40 cm where there is a risk100
heat generator is forbidden
thatcm
one of
the two rooms has negative pressure with respect to the other;
- it is not permitted to install in bedrooms or bathrooms;
- for hydraulic connections it is advisable to use pipes with
adequate diameter;
- the boiler is equipped a flue gas fan for extracting exhaust
gases and works with a negative pressure combustion chamber.
Distance from objects.
The boiler must be installed in such a way that it can be inspected
from all sides. Therefore, you must respect a minimum distance
of 40 cm at the back and sides. It is also recommended to keep
the pellets and flammable materials at a safe distance.
Objects or parts that are heat sensitive, or flammable, cannot be
stored in contact with the product; these objects must be kept at
a minimum front distance of 80 cm from the outermost design
point of the product.
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40 cm

10

40 cm

LUXOR
FLUE EXHAUST CONNECTION

2

H > 1.5 m

Connection between the appliance and the flue must be made
with a flue exhaust duct compliant with EN 1856-2.
For proper operation, the length of the sub-horizontal section
must not exceed 2 m, with a minimum slope of 3% and with a
maximum number of three 90° curves (that can be inspected the appliance’s "T" fitting outlet must not be calculated).
The diameter of the flue duct must be equal to or greater than
the appliance’s outlet.
Use flue ducts with silicon gaskets or similar sealing devices
that can withstand the appliance’s operating temperatures (min
T400 class P1).
It is forbidden to use metal flexible pipes made of cement fibre
or aluminium.
For changes in direction, it is recommended to always use a "T"
fitting with an inspection cap, which facilitates regular cleaning
of the pipes.
Always make sure that the inspection caps are closed and sealed
with their relative gasket intact after cleaning.
It is forbidden to connect the same flue duct to multiple appliances, or with discharge from overhead hoods.
It is forbidden to install the combustion product’s exhaust directed to the wall, or towards closed spaces and open air.
The flue duct must be minimum 400 mm away from flammable
construction or heat sensitive elements.
In particular, it is recommended to check the chimney data
nameplate for the safety distances to respect in the presence of
combustion materials and the type of insulating material to use.
These provisions must be strictly complied with in order to
prevent serious harm to one’s health and safeguard the integrity
of the building.
When making the hole to pass the flue exhaust pipe, you must
take the presence of any flammable materials into consideration.
If the hole is to cross a wooden wall or, in any case, a wall of
reduced resistance to temperature, it is advisable to use the appropriate crossover kits, available on the market and adequately
insulate the flue exhaust pipe using suitable insulating materials
(thickness 1.3 ÷ 5 cm with minimum thermal conductivity of
0.07 W/m°K).
In outer sections, it is recommended to use a pipe with a double
insulated wall to prevent the onset of condensate.
The combustion chamber operates in negative pressure.

H>4m

11
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CONNECTION TO THE CHIMNEY

The chimney is very important for correct operation of a solid
fuel appliance.
A qualified technician must check the chimney’s efficiency.
The chimney must always be clean since soot deposits reduce the
section and block the draught, thus compromising proper operation of the boiler; in large quantities, they may even catch fire.
The following information was drawn up in accordance with
the provisions of European regulations (EN13384 - EN1443 EN1856 - EN1457).
Flue gas exhaust must be conveyed on a single chimney with
insulated steel pipes (A) or on an existing chimney that complies
with the intended use (B) - see figure below.
It is not permitted to discharge combustion products into collective pipes.
A simple cement shaft must be duly ducted with the relative pipe
operating with negative pressure.
It is not allowed to use extensible flexible metal pipes.
Both solutions require an inspection cap (AT) and/or a small
inspection door (AP) and a suitable collecting device for any
condensate - refer to the figure below.
It is forbidden to connect several pellet devices or any other type
of device (vent hoods...) to the same flue.
A chimney that services a pellet device must meet the following
requirements:
- be made with materials that can withstand mechanical stress,
heat, action of combustion products and their condensate over
time;

Back

flow
are

- be made with waterproof materials against flue gas, condensate, thermally insulated and suitable to withstand normal
mechanical stress over time;
- have a vertical performance with axis deviations not exceeding
45° and without constrictions;
- must be suitable for specific operating conditions of the product and provided with CE marking (EN1856-1, EN1443);
- be sized correctly in order to meet the flue gas draught/disposal
required to regulate product operation (EN13384-1);
- be adequately insulated to prevent condensate and reduce the
effect of flue cooling;
- must be minimum category T400 and withstand soot fire.
In particular, it is recommended to check the data plate of
the chimney (according to EN1856-1, EN1443) for the safety
distances that must be respected in the presence of or passing
through of combustion materials and the type of insulating
material to use.
These provisions must be strictly complied with in order to
prevent serious harm to one’s health and safeguard the integrity
of the building.
The chimney’s opening must be in the same room in which
the appliance is installed or, at most, in the adjacent room, and
to install a soot and condensate collection chamber under the
opening, which can be accessed from the metal sealed door.

Back

a

CHIMNEY
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Chimney dimensioning.
The negative pressure (draught) of a chimney also depends on
its height.
The chimney must be sized to ensure a draught between 8 Pa
and 15 Pa.
The internal section of the chimney can be round, square or
rectangle (the ratio between the internal sides must be ≤1.5)
with the sides connected with a minimum 20 mm radius.
The internal dimensions of the chimney must not exceed 20 x 20
cm or 20 cm diameter; in case of larger dimensions or unsuitable chimney conditions (e.g. cracks, poor insulation, etc.), it is
advisable to insert a stainless steel pipe (ducting) of adequate
diameter inside the chimney, along its entire length, up to the top.
Provide an inspection at the base of the chimney for periodic
check and annual cleaning.

Chimney pot.
Check that a windproof chimney pot is installed according to
the regulations in force.
The chimney pot is a vital element for the heating appliance to
operate well: it is recommended to have a windbreaker type of
chimney pot (ref. A) with respect to other types of chimneys
(ref. B or C) - see figure below.
The area provided for flue gas exhaust openings must be minimum double the section of the flue/dusted pipe and adjusted in
such a way that flue exhaust is ensured, even if windy.
It must prevent rain, snow and any animals from entering. The
atmosphere outlet height must be outside the backflow area
caused by the shape of the roof and any obstacles nearby.

Below are a few examples of chimneys available on the market.

VERY GOOD

AISI 316 steel
chimney with double
insulated chamber
with ceramic fibre or
equivalent resistance
up to 400°C.

AVERAGE

Traditional square
clay chimney with
empty insulating
inserts.

GOOD

Refractory chimney
with double insulating
chamber and external
sleeve in lightweight
concrete made from a
clay type of honeycomb
material.

POOR

Avoid chimneys with
internal rectangular
sections whose ratio
between the largest and
smallest side is greater
than 1.5 (e.g. 20 x 40 or
15 x 30).
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DRAUGHT REGULATOR (OPTIONAL)

The draught regulator (optional kit to be placed in the appliance
installation room), constantly compensates for possible draught
variations inside the chimney, as the outdoor atmospheric conditions change.
Operation: when the negative pressure exceeds the desired
value (settable on the regulator in Pa), the draught regulator
flue adjusting device automatically opens and allows air to
enter the duct.
This dilutes the combustion products with consequent stabilisation of the flue temperature, and generates a controlled
reduction of the draught until the desired value and preset on
the regulator is reached.
The installation of this kit is recommended on chimneys with
long sections (e.g. over 10 m) or with large diameters.
The draught regulator has a diameter of 150 mm; it is suitable
for chimneys with diameters varying from 150 to 300 mm.

Min 0.4 m

Max 2.5 m

Manopola
Graduated knob
graduata
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OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The high combustion quality is guaranteed by an electronic
microprocessor that regulates and optimises the fuel inlet (6
mm pellet) that, falling from the main tank, flows into a worm
screw auger, fed by an electric gearmotor (controlled by the same
P.C.B.) which, according to its speed, makes more or less pellets
arrive inside the combustion chamber.
The P.C.B. also controls an inverter for fan operation for the
expulsion of the flue gas, also creating the right negative pressure
to draw the correct amount of inlet combustion air from the
room (where the boiler is located).
With normal combustion, the flame must have a tapered, compact shape and be “lively” with tips that are mainly vertical or
pressed against the back of the furnace.
The power supplied by the boiler is automatically modulated,
depending on the heat requested by the P.C.B..
The ability to modulate the power avoids continuous switching
on and off of the boiler, thus maintaining very high efficiency.
By falling, the pellet arrives in the cast iron crucible where, inside
the carbon steel chamber (resistant to very high temperatures)
the actual combustion takes place.

At first ignition or re-ignition after a switch-off for reaching the
temperature, there is an incandescent electrode which allows to
fully automatically ignite the flame.
The electrode resistance, located under the crucible, heats the
combustion air at a very high temperature (hairdryer effect)
which in turn, ignites the pellet in the brazier itself.
The hot flue gas produced directly by combustion are directed
towards a row of 10 heat exchange pipes (smoke pipes) with the
system water (1st round of smoke), made to move by a very low
electric consumption circulator located on the boiler return.
The hot flue gas meets a vermiculite cover and is channelled
along the other 6 pipes located on the back of the boiler, giving
water the additional heat present in the flue gas before their
expulsion (2nd round of smoke), by means of the fan.
There are turbulators inside the smoke ducts that are manually
operated via a special lever, to clean the heat exchanger surfaces,
as well as ensure and maintain an optimal heat exchange.

8
7

KEY:

1

1 - Pellet tank
2 - Pellet loading auger
3 - Circulation pump
4 - Fan
5 - Incandescent electrode
6 - Crucible
7 - Smoke pipes
8 - Manual pipe scraper lever

6

2

5

3
4
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FEATURES OF THE INTEGRATED PELLET TANK

(123Litres)
litri)
(123
80 kg

(123Litres)
litri)
(123
80 kg

90
EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

75

60

(70
(70Litres)
litri)
46 kg

(92Litres)
litri)
(92
60 kg

(92Litres)
litri)
(92
60 kg

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

EN plus A1

45

30
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LUXOR 16 LUXOR 20 LUXOR 24 LUXOR 28

TECHNICAL DATA

LUXOR 33

LUXOR 16

LUXOR 20

LUXOR 24

LUXOR 28

LUXOR 33

Pellet consumption at maximum power

kg/h

3.37

3.9

4.8

5.5

6.4

Pellet consumption at minimum power

kg/h

1.02

1.2

1.2

1.4

1.4

Combustion autonomy at maximum pow.

h

13.5

15.5

12.5

14.5

12.5

Combustion autonomy at minimum pow.

h

45

50

50

56

56
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LUXOR 16 TECHNICAL DATA
LUXOR 16

Maximum heat input

kW

16.1

Nominal heat output

kW

14.6

Minimum heat output

kW

4.1

CO emissions ref. to 13% O2

mg/Nm

50

Primary particulate (PP) ref. to 13% O2

mg/Nm

13

Efficiency at nominal output

%

91.0

Efficiency at minimum output

%

91.2

3
3

Degree of efficiency
Pellet tank capacity

A+
kg/litres

46 / 70

kg/h

0.92 ÷ 3.30

h

13.9 ÷ 50

kg/s

0.0035 ÷ 0.0097

Draught (min ÷ max)

Pa

8 ÷ 15

Smoke temperature (min ÷ max)

°C

54.3 ÷ 116.0

Boiler water content

litres

31

Max. operating pressure

Bar

2.5

Expansion vessel capacity

litres

8

Flue exhaust diameter

mm

80

Air intake diameter

mm

50

Central heating connection

inch

3/4

V - Hz

230 - 50

Max electrical absorption (start-up)

W

320

Electrical absorption at nominal power (speed)

W

82

Electrical absorption in stand-by

W

2.5

Electric insulation rating

IP

X4D

Return minimum temperature

°C

56

Noise (according to EN 15036-1)

dB

35

Average pellet consumption at power (min ÷ max)
Combustion autonomy at power (max ÷ min)
Flue flow rate (min ÷ max)

Electric power supply

Boiler class according to EN 303-5:2012
Environmental classification according to Ministerial Decree 186/2017
Boiler weight
Operation with regard to flue exhaust
Recommended heat storage tank volume

5
stars

3

kg

180
Negative pressure
20 litres/kW

Emission control is recommend after installation.
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LUXOR 20 - 24 TECHNICAL DATA

LUXOR 20

LUXOR 24

Maximum heat input

kW

19.00

23.80

Nominal heat output

kW

17.51

21.51

Minimum heat output

kW

5.18

5.20

CO emissions ref. to 13% O2

mg/Nm3

14.0

19.4

Primary particulate (PP) ref. to 13% O2

mg/Nm

4.8

5.9

Efficiency at nominal output

%

92.13

90.40

Efficiency at minimum output

%

88.82

88.82

A+

A+

kg/litres

60 / 92

60 / 92

kg/h

3.9 ÷ 1.2

4.8 ÷ 1.2

h

15.5 ÷ 50

12.5 ÷ 50

kg/s

0.0047 ÷ 0.0104

0.0047 ÷ 0.0129

Draught (min ÷ max)

Pa

8 ÷ 15

8 ÷ 15

Smoke temperature (min ÷ max)

°C

57 ÷ 90.5

57 ÷ 108.1

Boiler water content

litres

50

50.5

Max. operating pressure

Bar

2.5

2.5

Expansion vessel capacity

litres

8

8

Flue exhaust diameter

mm

80

80

Air intake diameter

mm

50

50

Central heating connection

inch

3/4

3/4

V - Hz

230 - 50

230 - 50

Max electrical absorption (start-up)

W

350

350

Electrical absorption at nominal power (speed)

W

144

144

Electrical absorption in stand-by

W

5

5

Electric insulation rating

IP

X4D

X4D

Return minimum temperature

°C

56

56

Noise (according to EN 15036-1)

dB

36

36

5

5

stars

4

3

kg

240

241

Negative pressure

Negative pressure

20 litres/kW

20 litres/kW

3

Degree of efficiency
Pellet tank capacity
Average pellet consumption at power (min ÷ max)
Combustion autonomy at power (max ÷ min)
Flue flow rate (min ÷ max)

Electric power supply

Boiler class according to EN 303-5:2012
Environmental classification according to Ministerial
Decree 186/2017
Boiler weight
Operation with regard to flue exhaust
Recommended heat storage tank volume

Emission control is recommend after installation.
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LUXOR 28 - 33 TECHNICAL DATA
LUXOR 28

LUXOR 33

Maximum heat input

kW

27.17

31.80

Nominal heat output

kW

24.50

29.10

Minimum heat output

kW

6.34

6.35

CO emissions ref. to 13% O2

mg/Nm3

17.3

24.0

Primary particulate (PP) ref. to 13% O2

mg/Nm3

9.3

10.1

Efficiency at nominal output

%

90.10

91.60

Efficiency at minimum output

%

90.65

90.65

A+

A+

kg/litres

80 / 123

80 / 123

kg/h

1.4 ÷ 5.5

1.4 ÷ 6.4

h

14.5 ÷ 56

12.5 ÷ 56

kg/s

0.0048 ÷ 0.0158

0.0048 ÷ 0.0169

Draught (min ÷ max)

Pa

8 ÷ 15

8 ÷ 15

Smoke temperature (min ÷ max)

°C

64 ÷ 133.5

64 ÷ 137.2

Boiler water content

litres

60

60

Max. operating pressure

Bar

2.5

2.5

Expansion vessel capacity

litres

8

8

Flue exhaust diameter

mm

100

100

Air intake diameter

mm

60

60

Central heating connection

inch

3/4

3/4

V - Hz

230 - 50

230 - 50

Max electrical absorption (start-up)

W

350

350

Electrical absorption at nominal power (speed)

W

162

162

Electrical absorption in stand-by

W

5

5

Electric insulation rating

IP

X4D

X4D

Return minimum temperature

°C

56

56

Noise (according to EN 15036-1)

dB

38

38

5

5

stars

3

3

kg

290

292

Negative pressure

Negative pressure

20 litres/kW

20 litres/kW

Degree of efficiency
Pellet tank capacity
Average pellet consumption at power (min ÷ max)
Combustion autonomy at power (max ÷ min)
Flue flow rate (min ÷ max)

Electric power supply

Boiler class according to EN 303-5:2012
Environmental classification according to Ministerial
Decree 186/2017
Boiler weight
Operation with regard to flue exhaust
Recommended heat storage tank volume

Emission control is recommend after installation.
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PRODUCT LABELLING

LUXOR 16

LUXOR 20

LUXOR 16

LUXOR 20

A+

A+

14 kW

LUXOR 24

LUXOR 28

LUXOR 24

LUXOR 28

A+

22 kW

24

18 kW

A+

24 kW

LUXOR
LUXOR 33

LUXOR 33

A+

29 kW
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AVAILABLE HEAD FLOW RATE GRAPHICS

480
440
400

Residual head (mbar)

360
320
280
240
200
160
120
80
40
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

Flow rate l/h

The LUXOR models are supplied with a low power consumption
circulator.

Treating the feed water allows you to prevent problems and
maintain the functionality and efficiency of the generator
over time.
Legislative Decree 26/06/2015 requires a chemical treatment
of the thermal system water, in compliance with the UNI 8065
standard, in the cases provided for by the Decree.
The parameters that influence the duration and proper operation
of the heat exchanger are the water's PH, hardness, conductivity,
and oxygen, together with the system's processing residues (any
welding residues), any oil present and corrosion products that
can, in turn, cause damage to the heat exchanger.
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In order to prevent this from happening, you are recommended
to:
- before installation on new systems as well as old ones, clean the
system with clean water to eliminate solid residues contained
therein;
- after washing the system, it is recommended to use appropriate
inhibitors in order to protect it against corrosion and deposits.
N.B.: for quantities and methods of use of water-treatment products, refer to the instructions provided by their manufacturer.

LUXOR
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SYSTEM MINIMUM WATER CONTENT AND PUFFER PROBE

The role of the puffer is to fulfil and meet the heat demand
peaks of the central heating system, thus reducing the ignition
and switch-off cycles, thus increasing the degree of efficiency
of the entire system.
This provides positive effects in terms of maintenance, boiler
cleaning, smoke ducts and environmental impact.
The use of the puffer/inertial storage tank is essential and mandatory also to be able to access the Conto Termico 2.0 and must
be adjusted according to the features of the generator, with the
following capacity: Puffer volume = 20 litres / kW.
It also allows to use the energy and heat stored inside it to feed
and meet different circuits also (e.g. room central heating / C.H.
and DHW), ensuring optimal system operation.

A technician’s menu is provided - with access code - to program the puffer’s temperature (minimum values are usually
60÷65 °C).

For this purpose, the LUXOR 16-20-24-28-33 series boilers are
supplied with a puffer probe.
The probe is linked to N.AMB connector of the control board,
reachable removing the side flank (see figure to the side).
For correct use, it must be positioned in the intermediate part
of the puffer.
For correct use, you must remove it from its original housing
and position it in the intermediate part of the puffer.
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The control panel is supplied together with
the boiler, but it is not assembled.
It that can be installed as required, on the side
panels, right or left, by removing the knockout
panel present.
Once installed, connect the control panel
cable on the “CN5” connector of the main
P.C.B..

CONTROL PANEL

Example
of assembly
on the
sidedestro
Esempio
di montaggio
suright
fianco

to connettore
the connector
al
CN5

Description of buttons:
Button is used to ignite and/or switch off
the boiler and to exit the program.
Buttons
and
are used to adjust the
temperature, for displays and programming
functions.
Buttons
and
are used to adjust the
heat power.
Button
SET is used to set the temperature
and the programming functions.
The top and bottom display are used to view
various messages.
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SAFETY DEVICES

The LUXOR series boilers are equipped with safety devices that
intervene in case of malfunctions.
It is, therefore, forbidden to tamper with these devices.
You must first eliminate the cause that triggered the safety device
before it is possible to ignite the boiler and thus restore operation.

ATTENTION: All LUXOR models are EN 303-5 certified and
have overcome the safety tests provided by the standard, having in particular met the test referred to in point 5.14 (“rapid
disconnection system”).
It is, therefore, not necessary to provide coils or thermal safety
discharges.

Flue pressure switch: checks the pressure in the flue exhaust circuit.
This blocks the pellet loading auger if the discharge is obstructed or there are significant
backpressures, for example, in case of wind.
When the pressure switch is triggered, “ALAR-DEP-FAIL” will be displayed.

RESET
DOMESTIC

Manual reset safety thermostat for the water temperature: if the water temperature
exceeds the safety value set at 100 °C, boiler operation stops immediately and the screen
will display “ALAR-SIC-FAIL”.
To restart it, you must reset the thermostat manually.

Water temperature probe: if the water temperature approaches the blocking temperature
(100 °C), the probe stops the supply of pellets.

Gearmotor: if the gearmotor stops during the working phase, the “ALAR-NO-FIRE”
warning appears and the boiler continues to operate until the flame goes out as a result
of no fuel and until it reaches the minimum cooling level.
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LUXOR
Flue temperature probe: this polarised thermocouple (J type) detects the flue temperature, maintaining operation or stopping the boiler when the flue gas temperature drops
below the reference value (55 °C).

Automatic vent valve: this valve discharges air inside the boiler.

Electric safety: the boiler is protected against sudden current fluctuations (e.g. lightening)
by a main 4 A fuse that is found at the back of the boiler close to the power supply cable.
The electronic boards are also protected with other fuses.

Safety valve: this valve intervenes to prevent hydraulic system overpressure.
If boiler or system pressure exceeds 2.5 bar, it discharges water from the circuit.
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P.C.B. FUNCTIONS

No ignition.
If the flame does not start during the ignition phase, or the flue
gas temperature does not reach an adequate value in the time
set for ignition, the boiler with switch off and "ALAR NO ACC"
will appear on the display.
Press the "On/Off " button to reset the alarm.
Wait for the cooling cycle to complete, clean the brazier and
proceed with ignition once again.

Antifreeze function.
If the probe installed inside the boiler detects water temperature
below 5 °C, it automatically enables the circulation pump in
order to prevent system freezing.
Pump anti-block function.
In case of prolonged inactivity of the pump, it is enabled for 10
seconds at regular intervals in order to prevent it from blocking.

Switch-off during the work phase.
This happens in the event of unexpected boiler switch-off during
normal operation (for example, pellet finished in the tank or due
to a pellet loading gearmotor fault).
The boiler continues to operate until any pellet in the brazier
have finished burning, then "ALAR NO FIAM" will appear on
the display and the boiler switches off.
Press the "On/Off " button to reset the alarm.
Wait for the cooling cycle to complete, clean the brazier and
proceed with ignition once again.
These alarms are to signal that before ignition, you must make
sure the brazier is completely free, clean and placed correctly.
Blackout.
If there is a blackout for a few seconds, when the mains voltage
is restored, the boiler immediately returns to the operating state
it had before the blackout.
If there is a blackout long enough for the flue gas temperature to
drop below the reference value threshold (55 °C), when restored,
the boiler shuts down and "ALAR NO FIRE" is displayed.
System pressure safety.
System pressure is electronically controlled and must be between
0.5 and 2.3 bar. If this is not so, the boiler will trigger an alarm
and "ALAR PRESS" will be displayed.
Check system pressure by pressing
for a few seconds: the
bar value will be displayed in the top display.
In any case, the safety valve ensures that 2.5 bar is not exceeded
by automatically venting excess water outside.
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NOTES ON MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

The pellet boiler, like all other products that use solid fuels,
requires simple, thorough cleaning in order to always ensure
efficient performance and normal operation.
The boiler is equipped with automatism that enables brazier
cleaning after a certain amount of time: when this occurs, the
flame lowers automatically and the display shows "PUL FIRE";
after a few minutes, the boiler will start working normally.
However, this automatic function is not sufficient, on its own,
to maintain an optimal cleaning level, it is necessary to perform
the operations described in the following table:
Parts
Cast iron brazier

Every
day

Every 2-3
days

☑

Cleaning the ash collection compartment
with an ash vacuum

☑

Cleaning the ash drawer

☑

Heat exchanger (turbulators )
Deflector tile

☑
☑

During internal cleaning of the boiler, it is possible to start the
flue gas exhaust fan to avoid spilling ashes.
To enable this function, you must press
followed by .
“PUL STUF” (boiler cleaning) will appear on the display. To
stop the fan, simply press for a few seconds or wait for the
cleaning cycle to finish (255 seconds).
Use the special tool to clean the brazier from ashes or scale that
may obstruct the air passage holes.
If the pellets finish in the tank, unburnt pellets may accumulate
in the brazier.
Always empty the brazier from residues before every ignition.
Remember that a brazier positioned and cleaned correctly can
ensure perfect ignition and operation of the pellet boiler.
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When placing the crucible, be precise when checking that its edges adhere perfectly to their housing and that the hole coincides
with the pipe dedicated to passing the resistance.
There must be no combustion residues in the contact area
between the edges of the crucible and the support surface on
the crucible support.
Heat exchanger cleaning (with the boiler off).
Scale acts as insulation and the thicker it is, the less heat is
transmitted to the water and the structure in general. It is therefore very important to clean the shell and tube, also known
as heat exchanger, to avoid the onset of its scaling and prevent
clogging and jamming of the cleaning device.
Simply pull and push the lever rapidly 5-6 times so that the
springs can remove any soot deposited on the pipes.

LUXOR
Checks every 2-3 days.
Clean the compartment around the brazier (the fire surface)
from ashes, being careful of hot ashes.
It is only possible to use a suitable dustbuster to vacuum particles
of a certain size when the ashes are completely cold.

Cleaning the deflector tile every 2-3 days.
The boiler is provided with a steel element that must be removed
to clean the combustion chamber.

N.B.: Have the Immergas Authorised After-sales Centre perform a check and maintenance once a year.

Cleaning the lower ash drawer.
It is recommended to clean the ash drawer from residues that
fell during operation.
The ash drawer can be accessed by removing the two wing nuts
that secure the inspection drawer.
Remove the drawer, empty it and only clean the walls and corners
with an ash vacuum or with special tools. Then reassemble the
drawer and secure the wing nuts, making sure to seal it, which
is very important during operation.
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LUXOR PRACTICAL WIRING DIAGRAM

mesh
filter
230V

KEY:
M1
M2
M3
ALS
ALP
ALC2
RT
WT
SF
LR
CN
RC
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-

Auger motor
Boiler pump
Flue extraction fan
Door switch
Water thermostat
Pressure switch
Puffer probe
Water temperature probe
Flue temperature probe
Glow plug
Connector
Room thermostat (optional)

Colours of wires:
RED - Red
BLK - Black
BLUE - Blue
BRN - Brown
Y/G - Yellow / Green
WHT - White

LUXOR
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OPTIONAL

Temperature control OPTIONALS

Code

CRONO 7 (device class IV* or VII)
Seasonal energy efficiency 2%* or 3.5%

3.021622

CRONO 7 WIRELESS (device class IV* or VII)
Seasonal energy efficiency 2%* or 3.5%

3.021624

Other OPTIONALS

Code

Anti-condensation valve kit

3.028491

Draught regulator kit - recommended for LUXOR 16-2024-28-33 on chimneys with long sections (over 10 m)

3.028488

Additional 350 litre - 225 Kg pellet tank complete with
auger

Dimensions (H x L x D=: 1520 x 566 x 962
mm

3.028487

Additional 500 litre - 320 Kg pellet tank complete with
auger

Dimensions (H x L x D=: 1520 x 962 x 962
mm

3.028486

Pellet loader control unit kit

3.028492

Level sensor kit

3.028493

UB 300 V2

3.028480

UB 550 V2

3.027813

UB 750 V2

3.027814
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COMBINED STORAGE TANK UNIT FEATURES (PUFFER)

26.1

UB 300 V2 STORAGE TANK UNIT

The UB 300 V2 combi storage tank is a 295 litre thermal storage
tank.
It contains 2 spiral coils for connection of the solar collectors and
for the production of DHW. The latter 16.5 litre stainless steel coil
has vertical development starting from about 1/3 of the height of
the storage tank itself, while the solar integration coil is positioned
in the lower part of the storage tank.
A series of hydraulic connections are also envisioned for the connection of auxiliary heat generators.

Supply and composition:
• 2 coil water/water heat exchangers Ø 32 mm;
• Probe holder profile;
• Rigid insulation in polyurethane (PU) with thickness of 70
mm, made of 2 covers that can be separated after the hinge
and removed the containing yellow PVC sheath.
Technical note:
An expansion vessel must be envisioned that is appropriately
dimensioned depending on the features of the heating system
and the total content of the system.

Storage tank unit main dimensions.

B2
B13

B12

KEY:
D H H1 AC AF 1÷7 MP RP -
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Storage tank diameter
Storage tank height
Electric resistance connection height
Domestic hot water outlet
Domestic cold water inlet
Hydraulic connections
Flow from solar panels
Return to solar panels

D
H
H1
AC
AF
MP
RP
1
2
3
4

Ø 710
1450
735
1205
565
505
225
1195
1085
780
615

--1’’½
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’

5
6
7

415
315
155

1’’
1’’
1’’

NOTE:
Position the probes at the following
heights:
- B2 (DHW (Domestic hot water) =
1000 mm
- B13 (system) = 700 mm
- B12 (solar) = 370 mm

LUXOR
Storage tank unit main components.

3

4

KEY:
1 2 3 4 -

2

Solar panels coil
Domestic Hot Water production coil
Insulating material
Probe holder profile

1

profilo fermasonde

UB 300 V2 Storage Tank Unit technical data.
Useful capacity of the storage tank cylinder

l

295

Domestic hot water side maximum pressure

bar

6

Central heating side maximum pressure

bar

3

Solar circuit maximum pressure

bar

10

Maximum functioning pressure

°C

99

DHW coil exchange surface

m

3.3

l

16.5

m2

1.0

l

6.2

Empty weight

kg

95

Full weight

kg

390

kWh / 24 h

2.01

W/K

1.87

W/m*K

0.023

mm

70

DHW coil capacity
Solar coil exchange surface
Solar coil capacity

Heat dispersion
Specific dispersion - Psbsol
Insulating material transmittance (polyurethane)
Insulating thickness (polyurethane)

2
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UB 550 V2 STORAGE TANK UNIT

The UB 550 V2 combi storage tank is a 553 litre thermal storage
tank.
It contains 2 spiral coils for connection of the solar collectors and
for the production of DHW.
The latter 27 litre corrugated stainless steel coil has vertical development equal to the storage tank itself, while the solar integration coil
is positioned in the lower part of the storage tank.
A series of hydraulic connections are also envisioned for the connection of auxiliary heat generators.

Supply and composition:
• 2 coil water/water heat exchangers Ø 32 mm;
• Probe-supports;
• Rigid insulation in polyurethane (PU) injected directly onto
the tank with thickness of 70 mm, can be removed after the
hinge and removed the containing yellow PVC sheath.
Technical note:
An expansion vessel must be envisioned that is appropriately
dimensioned depending on the features of the heating system
and the total content of the system.

Storage tank unit main dimensions.

KEY:
D H H1 H2 H3 AC AF 1÷7 MP RP B2 B12 B13 -
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Storage tank diameter
Storage tank height
Electric resistance connection height
Circulation group fixing height
Flow and return from solar panels
Domestic hot water outlet
Domestic cold water inlet
Hydraulic connections
Flow from solar panels
Return to solar panels
Temp. probe DHW
Solar collectors temp. probe
Room central heating temp. probe

D
H
H1
H2
H3
AC
AF
1
2
3
4

Ø 810
1930
1050
962
855
1635
240
1535
1435
1180
940

--1’’½
-1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’

5
6
7

700
340
160

B2

1280

B12

490

B13

1080

B13

840

1’’
1’’
1’’
Ø 17.2
depth 30 mm
Ø 17.2
depth 30 mm
Ø 17.2
depth 30 mm
Ø 17.2
depth 30 mm

LUXOR
Storage tank unit main components.

KEY:
1 2 3 4 5 6 -

Solar panels coil
Domestic Hot Water production coil
Insulating material
Probe-holder pocket
Probe-holder pocket
Probe-holder pocket

UB 550 V2 Storage Tank Unit technical data.
Useful capacity of the storage tank cylinder

l

553

Domestic hot water side maximum pressure

bar

6

Central heating side maximum pressure

bar

3

Solar circuit maximum pressure

bar

10

Maximum functioning pressure

°C

99

DHW coil exchange surface

m

5.45

l

27

m2

1.8

l

11.1

Empty weight

kg

164

Full weight

kg

717

kWh / 24 h

2.69

W/K

2.49

W/m*K

0.023

mm

70

DHW coil capacity
Solar coil exchange surface
Solar coil capacity

Heat dispersion
Specific dispersion - Psbsol
Insulating material transmittance (polyurethane)
Insulating thickness (polyurethane)

2
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UB 750 V2 STORAGE TANK UNIT

The UB 750 V2 combi storage tank is a 733 litre thermal storage
tank.
It contains 2 spiral coils for connection of the solar collectors and
for the production of DHW.
The latter 27 litre corrugated stainless steel coil has vertical development equal to the storage tank itself, while the solar integration coil
is positioned in the lower part of the storage tank.
A series of hydraulic connections are also envisioned for the connection of auxiliary heat generators.

Supply and composition:
• 2 coil water/water heat exchangers Ø 32 mm;
• Probe-supports;
• Rigid insulation in polyurethane (PU) injected directly onto
the tank with thickness of 70 mm, can be removed after the
hinge and removed the containing yellow PVC sheath
Technical note:
An expansion vessel must be envisioned that is appropriately
dimensioned depending on the features of the heating system
and the total content of the system.

Storage tank unit main dimensions

KEY:
D H H1 H2 H3 AC AF 1÷7 MP RP B2 B12 B13 -
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Storage tank diameter
Storage tank height
Electric resistance connection height
Circulation group fixing height
Flow and return from solar panels
Domestic hot water outlet
Domestic cold water inlet
Hydraulic connections
Flow from solar panels
Return to solar panels
Temp. probe DHW
Solar collectors temp. probe
Room central heating temp. probe

D
H
H1
H2
H3
AC
AF
1
2
3
4

Ø 950
1770
930
937
830
1470
270
1370
1270
1060
880

--1’’½
-1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’
1’’

5
6
7

660
370
180

B2

1160

B12

510

B13

960

B13

780

1’’
1’’
1’’
Ø 17.2
depth 30 mm
Ø 17.2
depth 30 mm
Ø 17.2
depth 30 mm
Ø 17.2
depth 30 mm

LUXOR
Storage tank unit main components.

KEY:
1 2 3 4 5 6 -

Solar panels coil
Domestic Hot Water production coil
Insulating material
Probe-holder pocket
Probe-holder pocket
Probe-holder pocket

UB 750 V2 Storage Tank Unit technical data.
Useful capacity of the storage tank cylinder

l

733

Domestic hot water side maximum pressure

bar

6

Central heating side maximum pressure

bar

3

Solar circuit maximum pressure

bar

10

Maximum functioning pressure

°C

99

DHW coil exchange surface

m2

5.45

l

27

DHW coil capacity

m

2.4

l

14.8

Empty weight

kg

180

Full weight

kg

913

kWh / 24 h

2.95

W/K

2.73

W/m*K

0.023

mm

70

Solar coil exchange surface
Solar coil capacity

Heat dispersion
Specific dispersion - Psbsol
Insulating material transmittance (polyurethane)
Insulating thickness (polyurethane)

2
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OPTIONAL PELLET TANK 350 LITRES - 225 Kg

164

1520

1800

280

402

540

1502

962

566

The tanks can be installed right or left with respect to LUXOR
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OPTIONAL PELLET TANK 500 LITRES - 320 Kg

164

1520

1800

280

798

540

1502

962

962

The tanks can be installed right or left with respect to LUXOR
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KEY:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 -

HYDRAULIC DIAGRAM EXAMPLE: LUXOR + THERMAL SOLAR SYSTEMS

17 - Draining valve
18 - Shut-off valves

LUXOR
Anti-condensation valve
DIM ABT ErP
Puffer/DIM connection circulator (not supplied)
Thermal system expansion vessel (not supplied)
Puffer probe (standard with LUXOR)
DHW thermostatic mixing valve
Combined storage tank unit UB 750 V2
DHW inlet safety unit (not supplied)
Water network interception valve (not supplied)
CHRONO 7.
External probe
Solar panels
Solar circulation unit
Solar system expansion vessel
Solar control unit

AC - Domestic hot water outlet
AF - Domestic cold water inlet
13
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7
+ -
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Water-DHW
idrico-sanitaria
network
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Example of LUXOR and thermal solar system installation
combined with mixed zone (high + low temperature) central
heating system.
Installation of integrated system ideal for single dwelling with
high coverage from renewable energy sources.
Room central heating / C.H. operation.
LUXOR works on the entire inertial storage tank, conveying the
hot water directly into the top of the puffer.
The request of one of the two zones through the DIM ABT
ErP will activate the connection circulator between puffer and
DIM itself.
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15

5

6

Domestic hot water operation.
LUXOR works on the entire inertial storage tank, conveying the
hot water directly into the top of the puffer, where the DHW
is drawn.
Solar heating system operation.
The solar heating system works independently from the system
and heats the domestic hot water in the lower part of the inertial
storage tank through the lower coil.
N.B.: The minimum puffer volume must be sized according to
the formula V= 20 l/kW.

LUXOR
30

HYDRAULIC DIAGRAM EXAMPLE: LUXOR + CONDENSING BOILER

KEY:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 -

11
12
13
14

LUXOR
Anti-condensation valve
DIM 3 zone ErP
Puffer/DIM connection circulator (not supplied)
Thermal system expansion vessel (not supplied)
Puffer probe (standard with LUXOR)
DHW thermostatic mixing valve
Combined storage tank unit UB 550 V2
DHW inlet safety unit (not supplied)
Water network interception valve (not supplied)

AC
AF
Tp
B2
		
		

-

CHRONO 7.
VICTRIX kW TT PLUS
Draining valve
Shut-off valves

- Domestic hot water outlet
- Domestic cold water inlet
- Puffer thermostat
- Upper part probe for DHW
(Domestic hot water)
(optional code 3.019375)
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Example of LUXOR and condensing boiler installation for
radiators central heating system.
Installation of integrated system ideal for single dwelling, the
boiler connection via coil avoid the sum of power for INAIL
purposes.
Room central heating / C.H. operation.
LUXOR and condensing boiler work independently on the puffer: the first directly on the upper part of the technical storage
tank, the second on the lower coil.
The thermostats present regulate the activation of the generators,
even simultaneously.

Domestic hot water operation.
LUXOR and boiler both work on the puffer, the boiler is connected to a temperature probe for DHW (Domestic hot water) (B2).
The DHW is drawn in the upper part of the storage tank.
N.B.: The minimum puffer volume must be sized according to
the formula V= 20 l/kW.
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WIRING DIAGRAM EXAMPLE: LUXOR + HEAT PUMP AND SYSTEM MANAGER

Expansion Addresses
Address 4

Alimentazione
24Vac;
Supply
voltage 24Vac;
50Hz
50Hz

Contattoindicating
che segnala
Contact
the
l’attivazione
di LUXOR
activation
of LUXOR
(da flussostato
o termostato
(from
flow switch
or
a contatto)
contact
thermostat)

KEY:
A13		 - System manager
A15-4 - Expansion kit with address "4"

Example of electrical connection LUXOR with System manager and expansion kit.
To manage systems including LUXOR pellet boilers and Immergas heat pump, it is possible to use the System manager
code 3.021522, in combination with Zone expansion kit code
3.021547.
In this case it will also be necessary to insert a flow switch (or a
contact thermostat) that indicates that the pellet boiler is active.
This contact must be connected to the expansion kit appropriately configured with address "4" as shown above.
When the contact is closed, any generators present as AUDAX,
condensing boiler or electric resistances, remain forced on
stand-by.
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E/I

During the useful life of the products, performance is affected by external factors, such as the hardness of the D.H.W., atmospheric agents, deposits in the system and so on.
The declared data refers to new products that are correctly installed and used in accordance with applicable regulations.
N.B.: correct periodic maintenance is highly recommended.
NOTE: Depending on the specific design and installation conditions, the diagrams and drawings provided in this documentation can require further integration or modifications, according to that envisioned by the Standards and technical regulations
in force and applicable (as an example, Collection R - edition 2009 is stated). It is the professional's responsibility to identify
the provisions applicable, to evaluate the compatibility with these case by case and the necessity of any changes to drawings
and elaborations.
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To request further specific details, sector Professionals can also
use the following e-mail address:
consulenza@immergas.com
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Immergas reserves the right to make any modifications to its models, which are believed useful for the development of the product, without forewarning - Cod.S.0232 - rev.000 (ver. 409) - 12/18

Immergas TOOLBOX
The App designed by Immergas for professionals

